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PROLOGUE

“Sailing. You’re kidding me, right? !e guy terrified by the ocean, 
who can’t relax when the surf is above 6 feet. !e same guy who has 
nightmares about being in a storm at sea, who is so scared of water 
that he only learned to swim at 14 years old, sailing?”

I am sitting in my car in the parking area behind the hard-
ware shop I manage. It’s still early, so I am the only car in the 
car park. I check my watch. It’s only 07:30, so plenty of time to 
read. !ere is a thick mist hanging over the coastline, dampen-
ing the expansive view over Table Mountain and the foreshore 
of Cape Town. I prop the thick novel onto the steering wheel of 
my canary yellow Mini Cooper panel van and continue reading 
from where I left o" the day before. !e book is !e Drifters by 
James Michener; the group of young people are now in Pam-
plona, Spain, talking about running with the bulls. I can’t focus. 
My mind drifts into conversation with myself. Which of my 
inner voices has the right of it is unclear.
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 “!ese guys are so lucky. Imagine the freedom to travel 
around the world, deciding what you want to do, then just doing 
it. All I’ve experienced is 12 years of school, two years’ military 
service, and work!”

 “You could never do something like that,” says my rational 
self. “Where would you get the money for a flight, or just to sur-
vive? Most likely they’re lucky and have rich parents.”

 “Maybe they’re not lucky. Maybe, once you decide on 
something really worthwhile, things fall into place. What if 
there’s no luck at all, and it’s more about having the courage to 
take that first step? What if it’s all up to me?”

 “Now you’re talking crazy. !is is a work of fiction, so 
everything works out according to the whim of the author.”

I’m sensing that something big is just about to happen. 
“Yes, but you’re missing the point. I’m talking about the princi-
ple of taking a risk on something. Something that’s worth fight-
ing for, even if it fails. !at’s it! Something worth failing for!”

 “Ok, now you’re scaring me. People don’t do these things 
unless they’re famous, rich, talented, or just very fortunate. And 
I don’t think I need to point out that you are none of the above.”

“I disagree. In almost all non-fiction adventure books I’ve 
read, the hero is insecure, doubting his or her abilities. From 
what I can tell, luck appears to be a product of careful planning, 
consistent hard work, and perseverance. And you know I have 
those!”

 “Well, you can’t just resign—”
 “Wait a minute, think about it for a sec; I have no debt or 

relationship attachment.” !e correlation between those things 
doesn’t go unnoticed. “My work is driving me insane, but I’m 
young, fit, and healthy. I’m completely free! Why would I want 
to spend another day doing something that I know now, for a 
fact, is destroying me?”
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 Grasping for the final psychological hook, my rational self 
goes on. “But what about the money, the weekends surfing at—”

 I can’t a"ord to lose this moment. “What have I always 
wanted to do, from a young age? Sailing, that’s it. I’ve always 
wanted to go sailing. Damn it, I’m going to go sailing across the 
ocean to the Caribbean, to South America, around the world, 
just sail on forever and ever!”

 “Sailing. You’re kidding me, right? !e guy terrified by the 
ocean, who can’t relax when the surf is above 6 feet. !e same 
guy who has nightmares about being in a storm at sea, who is 
so scared of water that he only learned to swim at 14 years old, 
sailing?”

 “Yes, sailing.”
 As soon as I open the shop doors, I place an urgent call to 

the director of my organisation, Western Province Hardware.
“Morning, Mr Redowskie, it’s Ben from the Milnerton 

branch…. Ben.… No, BEN. Yes, that one. Fine, thank you very 
much. Listen, I’m phoning you because I’d like to hand in my 
resignation today. I’m going sailing…. No, SAILING, as in sail-
ing around the world. What’s the shortest period I need to work 
o" my contract?” 

 It’s 1983, and I am 24 years old.
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P!"# I 
THE EARLY YEARS



C$!%#&" 1
LIGHTHOUSE TO LONG BEACH

My relationship with the sea started early in my life and 
developed along two parallel courses: one of love and the 

other, fear. My father was a lighthouse keeper during my for-
mative years. I remember with absolute clarity and fondness my 
small life lived around the remote bays and villages along the 
South African coastline.

Born at Cape Point Lighthouse where gales threatened to 
blow us all into the Atlantic, then toddling around Pelican Point 
Lighthouse in Namibia to the sound of the lighthouse foghorn 
penetrating the silent mist that persisted on that desert coastline. 
After the desert, we moved on to Danger Point Lighthouse near 
the southern tip of Africa, near the fishing village of Gansbaai.

Even as a five-year-old, I understood that, for me, life at 
Danger Point was as close to perfect as it would ever be. !ere 
was something about the sea that matched the pulse, the ebb 
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and flow, of my energy in a way that made me feel understood 
in areas that were both known and unknown to me. I loved the 
mornings at Danger Point. Dreams transitioning to the breath 
of the morning tide surging against an uneven shore, receding 
with the sound of a million weeping black mussels, packed side 
by side in carpets clinging to the jagged sandstone rock.

Seagulls, busy and noisy in uncoordinated chorus, beck-
oned me to come and see what the sea had left for me during the 
night. Maybe a glass fishing buoy, or a rusting tin of beans from 
some foreign fishing trawler, all mixed in with the fragrance of 
buchu, kelp, and sometimes a dead seal, smelling like marmite 
on rye bread.

I never fully understood what my dad did as a lighthouse 
keeper, but I felt proud of him because I could sense that, what-
ever it was, he did it with more diligence, intelligence, and pride 
than any of his colleagues. !e two huge lighthouse generators 
were immaculate. Everything in that generator room was spot-
less, painted with green enamel paint and covered with a thin 
sheen of protective oil. !e sound in that room was deafening, 
the smell of diesel overpowering, but it never frightened me. I 
understood it to be an important piece in the tapestry of my 
memory of Danger Point; it signified to me that everything was 
under control.

I understood that the lives of many people depended on 
the light at night, the foghorn during times of mist, and some-
thing about radio signals transmitted into the air. My dad spoke 
over the radio with every ship he could see and many that he 
couldn’t, providing information about position, weather, and 
how to avoid the reefs. He could tap fluent morse code, often 
spelling out our names at the dinner table with a ‘dit-dit-da-
da-da,’ much to the annoyance of my mom. As kids, we knew 
the morse code for S.O.S. before we could say mama.
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I never wanted to leave here, but soon the talk around the 
dinner table was of school for my sisters and moving closer to a 
better life. We left the smell of buchu, diesel oil, and the occa-
sional pungent dead seal and headed for the city.

I still cry for the soul of my father, a big part of which never 
came with him to the city. It remained on that rocky shore, to 
attend to the light, long after technology replaced the need for 
a human voice to confirm the exact location of a dangerous reef, 
or to spin some exaggerated yarn between men who understood 
the meaning of solitude.

* * *
Despite my father’s love of the ocean, he never learned to 

swim, nursing instead a fear of water and activities related to the 
ocean. I think this caused some insecurity in him as he struggled 
to identify with me as a child, wanting to explore the ocean envi-
ronment that surrounded us. As a result, he transferred onto me 
his own fears and insecurities, causing me to develop an unnat-
ural and unhealthy fear of the water. At 13 years old, I still did 
not have the courage to swim like my friends, and although I 
still enjoyed playing around water, it terrified me. One day, I 
orchestrated an opportunity to be alone in the backyard of a 
relative’s house, who owned a small pool. With no-one to watch 
or snigger at me, I put on a pair of kid’s armbands and started 
swimming, each time letting out a little more air from the bands. 
With none of the pressure from friends, I taught myself to relax, 
and by the end of the afternoon, I could swim just fine. I was 14 
years old.

While this incident took care of my swimming fear, sailing 
was another matter altogether. My Uncle Gordon was an expe-
rienced sailor, taking his boat out on Sandvlei, an inland body 
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of water near Muizenberg beach, renowned for the gale force 
winds that blasted down over the mountains. !e Tempo class 
sailing dinghy he sailed was a handful, sporting both a spinna-
ker and a trapeze, needing a crew to manage it all. Although we 
would often visit him at the yacht club, Uncle Gordon could 
not get me anywhere near the boat. To make matters even more 
humiliating, my uncle’s crew were his own daughters. !ere was 
just something about the wind moaning through the rigging, the 
thunderous flogging of the sails, and the apparent uncontrolled 
nature of sailing that made me shy away from the entire expe-
rience. To re-enforce my scepticism, almost every trip around 
the buoy resulted in a capsize. !e boat upside down and the 
crew flung into the dirty water of the vlei, likely caught under 
the boat by some deck fitting or other and half drowning. No, 
sir, not for me.

Yet, the sea called to me. !e heaving of the ocean and the 
surging of the tides eased my troubled mind, soothed my lack 
of confidence. Being in the ocean’s presence made me feel okay, 
like there was a place where I belonged. I never felt this way in 
the city.

Mountaineering took up much of the next stage in my life, 
when a small group of friends banded together to explore the 
mountains around and beyond our city. From primary through 
to secondary school, browns and greens, hard rock, and far-
too-heavy backpacks became my norm. We climbed on every 
route in every mountain chain we could get to around the 
Cape Provence. During holidays, we ventured further afield 
to the Cederberg Wilderness area, Witzenberg, or Waaihoek. 
I thought little about the sea during this period; mountains 
were everything. I did, however, continue to read any book I 
could find in the public library on that romantic decade of solo 
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sailors and round-the-world adventurers: Francis Chichester, 
Robin Knox-Johnston, Chay Blyth, and Clare Francis. But then, 
around senior high, something happened that would cause me 
to change direction.

* * *
It’s a typical summer’s day in Cape Town: clear, with deep 

blue skies above the mountain chains that define this entire 
Cape Peninsula, all the way from Table Mountain to Cape Point 
Lighthouse. !e car my sister’s new boyfriend is driving weaves 
its way along the steep cli"s of Chapman’s Peak like needle and 
thread, with the cloth of the ocean lying crumpled out beyond 
the horizon. We come to a small town along the coast, and Peter 
turns o" the main road and parks the car under a large cluster of 
milkwood trees. We walk on down the road, past an old beat-up 
VW Kombi, and make our way through the dense bush, where I 
am confronted by a scene that is spiritual in its influence over me.

It is noon, and the sea is sparkling. !e smell of the seaweed 
and sounds of the waves crackling along a rocky shore wake me 
up, as if I have been in a trance my entire life. !e waves have 
somehow ordered themselves into neat rows, each one taking its 
turn to break, always from the left to the right. An o"shore wind 
holds them up, feathering the very top of the lip as it takes its 
turn to glide across the small bay, almost in touching distance of 
where I am standing on the path. On each wave is a surfer, under-
exposed by the backlight of the afternoon sun, shadowed by the 
face of the wave he is riding. He moves intuitively with the wave, 
his wake leaving behind graceful patterns on the smooth green 
surface, caressing, carving. Some kind of switch in my head goes 
click, and from that moment and forevermore, I am a surfer. !e 
place is Kommetjie; the wave is Inner Kom.
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Surfing would become my greatest mentor of the ocean, 
and through it I would learn to control, more or less, my 
deep fear of the water. I became a strong paddler and learned 
through experience, and sometimes pain, the nature of an ocean 
wave, how to read the heaving water, and how to interpret the 
weather. How the unseen movements of underwater sand bars 
or the fixed teeth of a reef influence the waves above it. How 
to manage riptides and general seamanship, when the ship you 
sail is a delicately sculpted section of foam covered with a few 
layers of fiberglass. !e entire surfing experience and lifestyle 
was good for me, and over time, I came to assimilate my fears 
and love of the ocean into something approaching respect. !is 
healthier attitude would prove invaluable during my sailing trips 
still to come.

I still believe that it would be possible to remain fulfilled 
in every aspect of one’s life by doing nothing other than surfing 
from birth until death.


